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Abstract—A typical wireless sensor network (WSN) comprises
a large number of wireless sensor nodes. This large number of
wireless sensor nodes provides a network with redundant sensing
power. By utilizing an energy-aware on-off scheduling scheme,
some of the nodes can be switched off adaptively without affecting
the sensing performance of a network. However, such kind of
scheduling schemes will also break the multi-hop connections
between nodes and a fusion center. Wireless sensor nodes will
have to communicate with the fusion center directly, which
will drastically shorten their lives. In this paper, a cooperative
transmission protocol for WSNs with on-off scheduling scheme
is proposed. In the proposed protocol, wireless sensor nodes will
transmit their data cooperatively, such that data transmission
loadings can be more evenly distributed. Simulation results show
that the proposed protocol can yield a more even distribution of
energy consumption among nodes. Performances of a network
can be further adjusted by tuning some parameters.
Index Terms—Wireless sensor networks, cooperative diversity,

scheduling, wireless communications, data aggregation

I. INTRODUCTION

Thanks to technologies advances, compact wireless sensor

nodes can now be manufactured at low cost. Wireless sensor

nodes are usually dropped into a sensing terrain by planes.

They are simple communication devices which are vulner-

able to attacks and failures. Therefore, in order to provide

redundant sensing power, more than enough wireless sensor

nodes are usually deployed. The surplus sensing power can

be traded-off for lower energy consumptions by employing an

energy-aware on-off scheduling scheme [1], [2].

This work is an extension to the energy-aware adap-

tive/periodic on-off scheduling scheme proposed in [3]. In

the previous work, a wireless sensor node can be either in

a sleep mode, a listen mode, or an active mode. Wireless

Sensor nodes switch their states depending on their neighbor’s

states. A common drawback of on-off scheduling schemes is

that multi-hop communications are not always applicable as

intermediate nodes are switching on and off adaptively [4].

One possible way is to carry out data aggregation periodically

by halting the scheduling scheme and turning on all the nodes.

Such method, however, limits on-off scheduling schemes to

non-real-time applications.

Making sensor nodes to communicate with the fusion center

directly can be an option. In such a way, sensor nodes with

large separations from the fusion center will have to increase

their transmission power in order to compensate losses due

to fading and poor channel conditions. In general, a wireless

sensor node is a battery-powered communication device with

limited capabilities. Its RF power amplifier may not be able to

satisfy such a demand. Even if the amplifier is sophisticated

enough to meet the requirement, the corresponding energy

consumption can be huge which will drain the battery quickly

[5].

The problem can be alleviated by utilizing cooperative trans-

mission [6]- [9]. The transmission loading can be distributed

among a set of wireless sensor nodes by making them to

transmit the same data simultaneously, such that a power gain

through superposition can be achieved at the receiver side [10].

However, in order to achieve the maximized gain, nodes should

be perfectly synchronized, which may not be practical.

In this paper, a cooperative transmission protocol based on

the concepts of cooperative diversity is proposed for WSNs

with on-off scheduling schemes. In the proposed protocol, a

new operating mode, namely cooperative mode is introduced.

Nodes in a cooperative mode will relay data from their active

neighbors to the fusion center repeatedly. The cooperative

nodes are communicating with the fusion center interleavingly,

therefore, only loose synchronization is required. The rest

of the paper is organized as follows. Preliminaries of the

focused problem are elaborated in Section II, followed by the

problem formulation in Section III. Details on the proposed

protocol are explained in Section IV. Simulation results and

their corresponding discussions are presented in Sections V

and VI, respectively. Finally, Section VI concludes the whole

paper.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, the communication, energy, and sensing

models used in this paper are elaborated.

A. Communication Model

The communication model utilized in this paper is a modi-

fied version of the one in [11]. In the model, a MICAz node

[12] is considered, which comprises a CC2420 transceiver

[13]. The transceivers are using O-QPSK modulation and

having 8 output power levels. The corresponding bit error rate

(BER) is given by

BER =
1

2
erfc(

√

Eb

N0
) (1)
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Fig. 1. Averaged BER at the receiver side with different values of d, where
GT = GR = L = 1 and λ ≈ 0.125.

Here, Eb is the energy per bit, N0 is the noise spectral density,

and erfc() is the complementary error function. From [11],

Eb/N0 is expressed as

Eb

N0
= 7.6007× 10(E(PRX)+94)/10 (2)

where E(PRX) is the expected received power in dBm which

is expressed as

E(PRX) = PTX(l)−

(

E(PL) + 10 log (
d

d0
)n
)

(3)

Here, PTX(l) is the transmission power at the l
th level, E(PL)

is the expected path loss in dB from a reference distance d0 =
1 m, n is the path loss exponent, and d is the communication

distance. Furthermore, E(PL) is expressed as

E(PL) = 10 log10(
(4πd0)

2L

GTGRλ2
) (4)

where GT and GR are the transmitter and receiver antenna

gains, respectively, L is the system loss factor, and λ is the

wave length. Suppose a fusion center is equipped with a

majority logic decoder and a sensor node from a distance of

d = [25, 50, 75] is transmitting a message of α = 208 bits re-

peatedly using its maximum transmit power PTX(8) = 0 dBm,
the corresponding BERs at the receiver side are shown in

Fig. 1.

B. Energy Model

The energy model adopted in this paper is based on [3]

and [14]. In the model, a wireless sensor node is regarded

as a device of three major components, namely a sensor

board, a micro-controller, and a transceiver. Depending on the

operating mode of a sensor node, each of these components

will consume different amount of energy. A node in sleep

mode will turn all its components into their power down states

whenever possible. Assume the current drawn by a component

in its power down state is negligible, therefore the energy

consumption of a node in sleep mode ES is

ES = τSvcc(iTCR PD + iMCU PD + iSEN PD)
≈ 0

(5)

Here, τS is the duration of a node in sleep mode and vcc
is the supply voltage. Nevertheless, iTCR PD, iMCU PD, and

iSEN PD are the current drawn by the transceiver, the micro-

controller, and the sensor board in their power down states,

respectively.

In listen mode, a node will turn on its transceiver and micro-

controller to monitor the communications nearby. The energy

consumption for a node in listen mode EL is

EL = EL OH + τLvcc(iTCR RX + iMCU A) (6)

where EL OH is the total overhead energy consumed by the

transceiver and the micro-controller to switch between power

down and active states. Here, τL is the duration of a node

in listen mode, iMCU A is the current drawn by the micro-

controller in its active state, and iTCR RX is the current drawn

by the transceiver while in its receiving state.

In active mode, a node will turn on all its components. The

energy consumption for a node in active mode EA is

EA = EA1 OH + τA1vcc(iMCU A + iSEN A)
EA2 OH(l) + τA2vcc(iTCR TX(l) + iMCU A)

(7)

Here, EA1 OH and EA2 OH(l) are the total overhead energy

consumed by the three components to switch between power

down and active states, τA1 is the duration for the node

to perform sensing, while τA2 is the duration for the node

to report its data. Parameter iSEN A represents the current

drawn by the sensing board in its active state, while variable

iTCR TX represents the current drawn by the transceiver in its

transmitting state with output power level l.

In cooperative mode, a node will monitor its nearby com-

munications and relay any captured data to the fusion center.

The corresponding energy consumption ECO is expressed as

ECO = ECO1 OH + τCO1vcc(iTCR RX + iMCU A)
ECO2 OH(l) + τCO2vcc(iTCR TX(l) + iMCU A)

(8)

where ECO1 OH and ECO2 OH(l) are the total overhead en-

ergy consumed by the transceiver and the micro-controller to

switch between idle and active states, and ECO2 OH(l) =
EA2 OH(l). Parameter τCO1 is the duration for the node to

monitor the communication channel, and τCO2 is the duration

for the node to communicate with the fusion center. Note that

(8) is the energy consumed by a node in cooperative mode

when data is successfully captured from its neighbors. If no

data is received within the monitoring period, (8) becomes

ECO = ECO1 OH + τCO1vcc(iTCR RX + iMCU A) (9)

The values of the parameters used in this paper are shown in

Table I.
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C. Sensing Model

Each wireless sensor node is equipped with an omni-

directional sensor with a maximum sensing range rsen. An
interested target is considered as detected if it it located within

rsen meter from an active node.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The sensing terrain considered in this paper is a 2-D plane

of w × h m2 with its center and one of its corner located

at (w/2,h/2) and (0,0), respectively. The fusion center is

located at the center of the terrain. A network of N sensors is

distributed randomly onto the sensing terrain. The aim of the

network is to detected a moving target, which is a point-source

phenomenon moving at a constant velocity horizontally across

the terrain.

To evaluate the effect of the extension to the original

scheduling scheme, four performance indicators, namely target

hit-rate (THR), detection delay (DD), energy consumption per

successful detection (ECSD), and energy consumption distri-

bution (ECD), are employed in this paper. Their definitions

are shown as follows.

• THR is defined as the ratio of total time (in terms of

rounds) that a target is detected by at least 3 nodes

simultaneously to the total time that a target is moving

within the sensing terrain.

• DD is defined as the time difference (in terms of rounds)

between a target enters the terrain to the time when it is

first detected by at least 3 nodes simultaneously.

• ECSD is defined as the total energy consumption of the

network divided by the time (in terms of rounds) a target

is detected by at least 3 nodes simultaneously.

• ECD is defined as the standard deviations in the residual

energy among nodes. It indicates how even the loading

is distributed among the nodes.

IV. AN ON-OFF SCHEDULING SCHEME WITH THE

PROPOSED PROTOCOL

In a scheduling scheme with the proposed protocol, a sensor

node is allowed to switch among 4 different operating modes,

namely sleep mode, listen mode, active mode, and cooperative

mode. The scheme is operated in a discrete time unit called

rounds. A node can only switch its mode at the end of each

round. The state diagram of the scheme is shown in Fig.2.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS USED IN THE ENERGY MODEL.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

vcc 3 (V) iSEN A 5 (mA)

iMCU A 8 (mA) iTCR RX 18.8 (mA)

iTCR TX(l) [8.2...17.4] (mA) EL OH 0.3226 (µJ)

EA1 OH 0.5726 (µJ) EA2 OH(1) 29.623 (µJ)

EA2 OH(2) 30.023 (µJ) EA2 OH(3) 30.423 (µJ)

EA2 OH(4) 30.723 (µJ) EA2 OH(5) 31.123 (µJ)

EA2 OH(6) 31.523 (µJ) EA2 OH(7) 31.923 (µJ)

EA2 OH(8) 32.223 (µJ) ECO1 OH 0.6452 (µJ)
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Fig. 2. State diagram of the proposed scheduling scheme.
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Fig. 3. Probabilities for a node in listen mode to switch to active, cooperative,
or sleep modes.

A. Sleep Mode

The scheme started by putting all sensor nodes into sleep

mode with random sleeping durations tS, which is upper

bounded by tS max. A time-out event will trigger a sleeping

node to switch into listen mode.

B. Listen Mode

A node in listen mode will monitor the communications

nearby and collect evaluation results ej from its neighbors

[3]. In the extended version, nodes in both active and co-op

modes will broadcast their evaluation results to their neighbors

periodically. The content of an evaluation result indicates the

successfulness of a node in its previous round. Details on the

evaluation result will be elaborated shortly.

A node in listen mode will count the number of neighbors

with positive result nsa. Given nsa, the probability for a node

in listen mode to switch to active mode is

Prob(Active) =











1, nsa ≤ c1

(c2 − nsa)/(c2 − c1), c1 < nsa ≤ c2

0, nsa > c2
(10)

Similarly, the probability for a node in listen mode to switch
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to cooperative mode is

Prob(Co−Op) =































0, nsa ≤ c1

(nsa − c1)/(c2 − c1), c1 < nsa ≤ c2

1, c2 < nsa ≤ c3

(c4 − nsa)/(c4 − c3), c3 < nsa ≤ c4

0, nsa > c4
(11)

Finally, the probability for a node in listen mode to switch

back to sleep mode is

Prob(Sleep) =











0, nsa ≤ c3

(nsa − c3)/(c4 − c3), c3 < nsa ≤ c4

1, nsa > c4
(12)

Here, ci, where i = 1, · · · , 4 are tuning parameters provided

that c1 ≤ c2 ≤ c3 ≤ c4. Illustrations of the above fuzzy sets

are shown in Fig. 3.

Rationales behind such fuzzy sets are as follows. A low

value of nsa indicates the network is lacking of active sensing

units. Therefore, nodes in listen mode should turn active and

perform target detection. A moderate value of nsa shows that

the system is having enough sensing power. Adding extra

active units will not provide significant improvement in target

detection but increase energy consumption. Nodes in listen are

therefore switch into cooperative mode and help active nodes

to relay their message to the fusion center through cooperative

diversity. A system with surplus sensing and relaying power

will have a high value of nsa. Under such situation, nodes

in listen mode should switch back to sleep mode to conserve

energy.

C. Active Mode

A node in active mode will perform sensing. If a target

can be detected, the node will classify itself as success and

broadcast a positive evaluation result to its neighbors. It will

also try to report its sensing information to the fusion center.

The communication is contention based with random back-off

and carrier sensing techniques. A success active node will stay

active for the next round. However, if no target is detected, an

active node will broadcast a negative evaluation result to its

neighbors and switch to sleep mode in the next round.

D. Cooperative Mode

A node in cooperative mode will monitor the communica-

tions nearby. Whenever a sensing information is captured, it

will decode and forward the information to the fusion center.

The communication is again contention based with random

back-off and carrier sensing techniques. A node in cooperative

mode will classify itself as successful if it can capture any

sensing information from its neighbors. It will broadcast a

positive evaluation result to its neighbors. In contrast, an

unsuccessful node will broadcast a negative evaluation result

and return to sleep mode.

TABLE II
VALUES OF THE CONSTANTS c1 , c2 , c3 , AND c4 USED IN A SCHEDULING

SCHEME WITH THE PROPOSED PROTOCOL.

Set {c1, c2, c3, c4}
1 {0, 1.5, 2.5, 5.5}
2 {0, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5}
3 {0, 0.5, 2.5, 5.5}

V. SIMULATIONS

In this section, simulation settings and simulation results are

presented.

A. Simulation Settings

The simulations are conducted in Matlab. In each simula-

tion, N = [300, 500, 700] sensor nodes are deployed randomly
into a sensing field of 180 × 180 m2. The fusion center is

located at the center of the terrain (i.e. (90,90) m). Each

sensor is given an initial energy of 12420 J (i.e. ≈2 AA-

size alkaline batteries). The fusion center is assumed to be

an energy unlimited devices and it can communicate with

all the nodes within the sensing terrain. The interested target

is moving across the terrain horizontally with a velocity of

3 m/round. The maximum sensing range of each sensor is

24 m.

Simulations are conducted for different values of tS max =
[8, 16, 24, 32, 40] to observe its relations with THR, DD,

ECSD, and ECD. For the generic version, nodes are only

allowed to switch among sleep mode, listen mode, and active

mode. Nodes in active mode will, therefore, send data to the

fusion center by themselves. In the extended version, nodes

in active mode will send data to the fusion center jointly with

their neighbors in cooperative mode. In both schemes, the

nodes will keep on sending their data until an acknowledge is

received from the fusion center [15]. Furthermore, to study the

effect of the constants c1, c2, c3, and c4 to the performance of
a network, in networks with the proposed protocol, different

sets of constants combinations are employed separately. The

values of the constants are shown in Table II. The results

presented in this paper are the averaged values obtained from

100 independent simulations.

B. Simulation Results

The simulation results are presented in Figs 4 to 7. From

the simulation results, it can be observed that with an appro-

priate combination of constants, networks with the proposed

protocol can yield almost the same THRs, DDs, and ECSDs as

networks with the original scheduling scheme. Nevertheless,

with the introduction of the new cooperative mode, the loading

of the active mode can be partially off-loaded and thus yield

better load distributions. Same results can be observed in

networks with different values of N and tS max.

VI. DISCUSSIONS

In this section, the effects of the tuning parameters to the

performance of a network are discussed.
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A. Effects of c1, c2, c3, and c4

Simulation results of networks governed by an scheduling

scheme with the proposed protocol under different values of

c1, c2, c3, and c4 are shown in Figs. 8 to 11. Constants c1 and
c2 control the width of the fuzzy set “ACTIVE”. The wider

the set, the more nodes in listen mode will switch to active

mode. From the simulation results, it can be observed that in

networks with wide “ACTIVE” fuzzy sets, their corresponding

THRs are higher. For the similar reason, their corresponding

DDs are lower on average.

The shape of the fuzzy set “CO-OP” is control by all the

4 constants. A node in cooperative mode can have multiple

active nodes nearby. Since a node in cooperative node will

relay whatever it has captured, its energy consumption is

proportional to the number of its neighbors in active mode.

To obtain a low value of ECD, when the number of nodes in

active mode is increased, the number of nodes in cooperative

mode should also be increased, such that the loading can be
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more evenly distributed. According to the simulation results,

networks with wide “ACTIVE” and “CO-OP” fuzzy sets

can yield lower values of ECD than networks with wide

“ACTIVE” but relatively narrow “CO-OP” fuzzy sets.

Low values of c3 and c4 will shift the fuzzy set “SLEEP” to
the left. That will cause more nodes in listen mode to switch

back to sleep mode. However, such configurations may not

necessarily yield low values of ECSD. Low values of c3 and

c4 will reduce the number of nodes in active and cooperative

modes, which will have negative impacts on THR and thus

affect ECSD.

B. Effects of N

As expected, networks with higher values of N can yield

higher THRs and lower DDs. However, as the node density

increases, inter-communications increase and cause ECSD to

increase. On the other hand, an increase in node density will,

on average, increase the number of positive evaluation results
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received by an individual, and increase the number of nodes in

cooperative mode indirectly. As mentioned above, more nodes

in cooperative mode can help distributing the loadings more

evenly and yield lower values of ECDs.

C. Effects of tS max

A high value of tS max will reduce the number of nodes in

listen mode, and thus reduce the number of nodes in active and

cooperative modes. A reduction in THRs and an increase in

DDs with an increase of tS max are observed. The total energy

consumption of a network is decreased with an increase of

tS max. However, as its THR is decreased at the same time,

the reduction in ECSD is not significant for tS max ≥ 32. A
high value of tS max will keep most nodes in sleep mode. As

a result, ECD decreases as tS max increases.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a cooperative transmission protocol is pro-

posed for wireless sensor networks with on-off scheduling
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schemes. In a network with an on-off scheduling scheme,

multi-hop connections among wireless sensor nodes and the

fusion center may not exist all the time. Nodes often have to

communicate with the fusion center directly. In a scheduling

scheme with the proposed protocol, some nodes are assigned

to operate in a cooperative mode. They utilize the concept

of cooperative diversity and transmit with other nodes co-

operatively. Simulation results show that, when comparing

with a generic on-off scheduling scheme, scheme with the

proposed protocol can distribute the energy consumption more

evenly without sacrificing the target detection capabilities of

a network.
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